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Abstract: Security is increasingly becoming a critical focus in information systems. With more
networks, mobility, and telecommuting, there is an increased need for an assessment of the technical
and security risks. In today's world, establishing and maintaining information system security is the
survival condition and also the identification and management of opportunities and threats is the
success condition of each organization. This work introduces elements of information security. And
its focus is on risk assessment methodology. The object of this paper is to examine the applicability
of current risk assessment techniques. 
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INTRODUCTION

The confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information are critical to organization's missions. But
Information security is a mindset (Eric Maiwald., 2001). According to ISO 27005 each organization that want
to information security managementsystem have to do risk management but there is not any suggestion for any
metodology.

Risk is the underlying concept that forms the basis for what we call “security”.  Risk is the potential for
loss that requires protection. If there is no risk, there is no need for security. Risk is a function of the
likelihood of a given threat-source’s exercising a particular potential vulnerability, and the resulting impact of
that adverse event on the organization (Kevin, 2000).

Risk assessment is the process of identifying, characterizing, and understanding risk; that is, studying,
analyzing, and describing the set of outcomes and likelihoods for a given endeavor. Risk assessment is the first
process in the risk management methodology (Kevin, 2000).

2. Risk Assessment Approaches:
There are some approaches for risk assessment and according to organization criteria (time, budget and

management mindset) can be approach selection. Now we review must important property of those approaches:

1. Quantitative Approaches:
This approach needs to (Stilianos Vidalis, 2004; Jaymeen, 2006): 

- Hard facts  
- More time 
- More expensive
- Probablity calculation
- Complex process.

2. Qualitative Approaches:
The qualitative approach involves less uncertainty and takes under consideration the knowledge and the

judgments of those doing the analysis (Stilianos Vidalis, 2004). 
Monetary value of assets is not important and limited effort is required to develop monetary value, threat

frequency and relatively straight forward, mathematical tools are not needed andcan be performed by non-
technical and non-security staff (Jaymeen, 2006).
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3. Knowledge-based Approaches:
This approach is fast for systems that have the number of assets and their vulnerabilities could be counted

using human fingers.
4. Model-Based:

This approach use object-oriented modeling to describe and analyse the risk. A tool that is using this
approach is CORAS (CORAS, 2000; Karabacak, 2005). and it is based on AS/NZS 4360:1999 Risk
Management  and ISO/IEC 17799:2000

5. Risk Assessment Matrix:
This approach combined effect of the probability of an undesired event occurring and the severity of

damage or loss to key organizational assets or operations if the events were to occur (Sanjay Goel, 2004).

6. Questionnaire:
This approach need to a questionnaire to document compliance or noncompliance with company control

objectives and the specific control techniques employed (Kevin, 2000).

7. Combination of Risk Matrix and Questionnaire:
This approach is fast and easy but resulte is Loose.

8. Expert Systems:
This approach need to data gathering and identifying business concerns and potential loss and analysis

primary activities include identifying deviations between current controls and established control objectives.

9. Fuzzy Logic Based:
This approach use fuzzy logic in the process of decision making and consists of three steps: fuzzification,

fuzzy inference and defuzzification (Alguliev, 2000).

3. New Freamwork for Comparing Information Security Risk Assessment Metodologies:
There are some frameworks for comparing information security risk analysis methodologies (Anita Vorster,

2005; Badenhorst, 1993). Since the organisation will spend money on its risk analysis methodology, it is
critical that a methodology be selected that will meet its needs (Anita Vorster, 2005). The best way to choose
between methodologies is compare of them, using objective, quantifiable criteria.

The framework proposed by Badenhorst (1993) indicates whether a methodology addresses a criterion or
not. It does not use scales, or trade-offs which can aid the organisation in choosing a methodology which will
best meet their needs (Anita Vorster, 2005). Another main work about comparing information security risk
assessment metodology had done by stilians Vidalis (2004). Different risk analysis methodologies were analysed
to determine common criteria for comparison.But decistion making is not easy.

This work proposed a framework comparing information security risk assessment methodologies using 6
methodologies.  

C CORAS (Construct a platform for Risk Analysis of Security Critical Systems) methodology
C  NIST SP 800-30
C OCTAVE (Operationally Critical Threat, Asset and Vulnerability Evaluation)
C DREAD MS(Damage potential, Reproducibility, Exploitability, Affected users, Discoverability) 
C DREAD OWASP
C CRAMM

The next section gives a brief description of the above methodologies.

3.1. Coras:
The CORAS risk management process is based on AS/NZS 4360:1999 and ISO/IEC 17799:2000 Code of

Practice for Information Security Management. CORAS methodology develops a framework that exploits
methods for risk analysis, semi-formal methods for object-oriented modeling. The methodology is based on
UML (Unified Modeling Language). We need software and expert for this methodology.security team have
to creat UMLdiagrams for each asset. And have to find scenario of threats. And we need to consume more
time and cost and is not easy to use.
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3.2. NIST SP 800-30:
This risk assessment methodology encompasses nine steps (NIST):

C System Characterization
C Threat Identification 
C Vulnerability Identification 
C Control Analysis 
C Likelihood Determination 
C Impact Analysis 
C Risk Determination 
C Control Recommendations 
C Results Documentation

Steps 2,3,4, and 6 can be conducted in parallel after Step 1 has been completed.
The proposed risk reduction method is defined in terms of impact and likelihood. NIST’s impact is defined

as a combination of loss of assets, harm of system mission and injury of humans. Its likelihood is defined in
terms of attacker (threat-source) motivation and capability, nature of the vulnerability and existence and
effectiveness of current controls. These parameters can be rated qualitatively (categories) or quantitatively
(numbers). The exact formula for quantitative NIST is:

Risk = impact * likelihood
Impact = max(loss, harm, injury)
If (motivation=high and controls ineffective=high) 
Then Likelihood = high
If (motivation=highor medium) and (controls ineffective= medium) 
Then Likelihood = medium
If (motivation=low) and (controls ineffective=low)
Then Likelihood = low
NIST combines impact and likelihood in a straightforward way. Threats with overall ratings between 100

and 50 (exclusive) are classified as high risk, between 50 and 10 (exclusive) are classified as medium risk and
between 10 and 1as low risk.

This methodology need moderate time and cost consuming and it need to use mathematical calculations
for:

Likelihood Determination
Impact Analysis
Risk Determination

3.3. Octave:
OCTAVE is self- directed, meaning that people from an organization assume responsibility for setting the

organization's security strategy (Alberts, 1999). All aspects of risk (assets, threats, vulnerabilities, and
organizational impact) are factored into decision making, enabling an organization to match a practice-based
protection strategy to its security risks. There is need for select weight of parameters.this method is not easy
and need to more cost and moderate time.
C The analysis team collects information about important assets, security requirements, threats, and current

organizational strengths and vulnerabilities.
C Selects three to five critical information related assets and defines the threat profiles for those assets.
C Evaluates key components of systems supporting the critical assets for technological vulnerabilities.
C A representative set of key components from the systems that support or process the critical information

related assets are identified, and an approach for evaluating them is defined.
C Tools are run to evaluate the selected components, and the results are analyzed to refine the threat profiles

for the critical assets.
C Evaluate risks to critical assets and develop an organizational protection strategy and risk mitigation plans.
C An organizational set of impact evaluation criteria are defined to establish a common basis for determining

the impact value (high, medium, or low) due to threats to critical assets. All active risks are evaluated for
impact.

C Develop an organization wide protection strategy focused on improving the organization’s security practices
as well as mitigation plans to reduce the important risks to critical assets.
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3.4. Dread Ms:
The main focus of STRIDE/DREAD, as defined by Microsoft is the identification and prioritization of

threats during the development phase of an application (Thomas, 2001). These two elements, identification and
prioritization of risks, are realized in the STRIDE and DREAD methods, respectively.

DREAD defines the following five key attributes to measure the criticality of a vulnerability:
C Damage potential (Dp). If the threat exploit is successful, how much damage will be caused?
C Reproducibility (R). How easy is it to reproduce the threat exploit? What is the cost to the attacker once

he has a working exploit for the problem?
C Exploitability (E). What is needed to exploit the threat? What is the cost to develop an exploit for the

problem?
C Affected users (A). What users are actually affected if an exploit were to be widely available?
C Discoverability (Di). How easy is it to discover a threat?
Risk is defined as the sum of these attributes:

Risk = Dp + R + E + A + Di

Microsoft recommends to assign to each attribute a rating between 1 (low) and 3 (high). The sum of
ratings falls in the range of 5 to 15. Threats with overall ratings of 15 to 12 are classified as high risk, 11 to
8 as medium risk, and 7 to5 as low risk. The main focus is the identification and prioritization of threats.
DREAD defines 5 key attributes to measure the criticality of a vulnerability. And it is easy and fast.

3.5. Dread Owasp:
The DREAD risk reduction method as explained at the OWASP website is slightly different from the one

described by Microsoft, because OWASP gives a more formal definition of the attributes, introduces weights,
and gives a different value to each attribute. Risk is defined as the sum of the weighted attributes (Thomas,
2001):

Risk = wDp * Dp + wR * R + wE * E + wA * A + wDi * Di

OWASP advises to give each attribute a rating between 1 and 10, to rate discoverability (Di) for
applications under
security revision 10, and to weight affected users (wA) and damage potential (wDp) attributes more than the
other attributes. The sum of the weights equals 1, and consequently the sum of all given weighted ratings falls
in the range of 1 to 10.

The OWASP DREAD methodology was slightly extended for the experiment. OWASP does not mention
risk category ranges that assign threats to high, medium, and low categories, hence we introduced ranges
ourselves. Threats with overall ratings between 10 and 7 are classified as high risk, between 7 (exclusive) and
4 are classified as medium risk and between 4 (exclusive) and 1 as low risk.

3.6. Cramm:
CRAMM is widely used in the UK and although longwinded it produces some meaningful results (Barber,

1992). A CRAMM analysis begins, as expected, by identifying the assets, assigning monetary values and
calculating impacts. CRAMM makes a distinction between four kinds of impacts: disclosure, modification,
unavailability and destruction. The distinction is done with the help of questionnaires provided by the model
to the asset owners. The question here is the suitability of the owners, and how the different views of the same
assets are getting combined. In this methodology security team use SSADM method. And need to software and
is not easy  and fast. Security team organized assets into groups .

4. Comparing Criteria:
Decision making to create a information security managemet system is a strategic decision (Mohsen, 2006).

Commonly all of organization has some limitation about resource (time, budget, expert, tools) but all of them
want to find optimal result form risk assessment. Considering the above we suppose that selected metology
in risk assessment must be has these criteria:
1. Need to specific resource (expert, hardware and software)
2. Need to Data gathering (how do asset priority? group individual ,threat and vulnerability), 
3. Cost (total cost of risk assessment with selected method)
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4. Time (total time consider data gathering and preparation and risk mitigation)
5. Accuracy (Risk analysis done after  little/ some/ extensive preparation
6. Simplicity (use mathematical formulae or use an expected value matrix)
7. Count of high level threat as output (which threat has more prority? and organization have to focus on

which threat?)
According to the said cases 5 methodoloy analized and table 3 showes state of each methods on criteria.

Table 3: Risk assessment methodologies.
Method name Decision parameters CORAS NIST SP800-30 OCTAVE DREAD MS CRAMM DREAD OWASP
Need to specific resource Expert UML +security team Security team  For select weight Security team security team SSADM’experts For select weight of parameters+

security team
Software UML language - - CRAMM TOOLS -
Hardware COMPUTER - - questionnaires -

Need toData gathering Asset Need  to the UML Step 1:System Phase 1, “Build Relative Organized into groups Relative assets with threats
class diagrams of Characterization Enterprise-Wide assets with
each asset (all assets) Security threats

Requirements”
Threat Need to threat Step 2: Threat Phase 1, “Build The main focus an internal list of generic The main focus is the 

scenario Identification Enterprise-Wide is the threat agents for constructing identification and
Security identification links between group prioritization of threats
Requirements” and prioritization vulnerabilities and threats

of threats
Vulner- Risk identify Step 3: Phase 2, “Identify DREAD defines gives a more formal 
ability Vulnerability Infrastructure 5 key attributes definition of the attributes,

Identification Vulnerabilities” to measure the introduces weights
criticality of a
vulnerability

Cost Expensive Moderate cost Expensive Low cost Expensive Moderate cost
perpetration

Time More Time Moderate Time More Time Fast More Time fast
consuming consuming consuming consuming

Accuracy Low Moderate low Moderate Moderate moderate
Simplicity uses no uses uses no uses easy Systematic uses easy mathematical 

mathematical mathematical mathematical mathematical analyze calculations
calculations calculations for: calculations calculations

Likelihood 
Determination
Impact Analysis
Risk Determination

Count of high level threat Minimum Risk assessment Moderate Moderate Moderate Maximum 
as output: report outline
Security team =(users, assets owner, analysts, system managers).

5. Logic of Scoring:
All of organization that want to select a method for information security risk analysis have to create a

security team. Security team can select domain of each parameters and do scoring of methods considering to
organazation resource. This is important point because price of resource in deference place is deference. In
other hand security team have know about performance of methodologeis that want to jagment about them.

We used this logic for scoring (this is only a suggestion and security team have to select score domain):
C Need to specific resource:

If method needs expert than score is 0
If method needs specific Software than score is 0
If method needs specific Hardware than score is 0

C Need to Data gathering
0 score for group assessment in asset
1 score for individual assessment in asset
1 score for Threat assessment
1 score for Vulnerability assessment

C Scoring of other parameters(Cost, Time, Accuracy, Simplicity):
Score for high level is 3
Score for medium level is 2
Score for low level is 1

C Count of high level threat as output
This is so important that security team must be carfuly attention about: Always minimum cost or time is

not enough.
This parameter is very importants and help we to do risk mitigation effectively. And start from 1 for

minimum count of high level threats until 5 for maximum count of high level threats.We define more score
for this parameter because this is against to cost and time.
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After calculation of total score for each method, security team will be find optimum adobte method
(Minimum score).

Conclusion:
This works introduce all aspets of information security and risk assessment. And reviewed some famous

risk assessment methodologies and proposed a framework for comparing information security risk analysis
methodologies.

All of organizations can use this framework, in selection of a methodology. 
According to table 3,4 security team can select more adapted methodology. First at all we can find

following prority:
1. DREAD MS
2. DREAD OWASP
3. NIST SP800-30
4. CORAS or OCTAVE
5. CRAMM.

Table 4: Scoring for selected methodologies.
Method name Decision parameters CORAS NIST SP800-30 OCTAVE DREAD MS CRAMM DREAD OWASP
Need to specific resource Expert 1 0 1 0 1 1

Software 1 0 0 0 1 0
Hardware 1 0 0 0 1 0

Need to Data gathering Asset (Group or 1 1 1 0 1 0
Individual)
Threat 1 1 1 1 1 1
Vulnerability 1 1 1 1 1 1

Cost 3 2 2 1 2 1
Time 2 1 3 2 2 2
Accuracy 1 2 2 1 1 2
Simplicity 3 2 2 1 3 1
Count of high level 1 5 3 3 3 5
threat as output
Total score 16 15 16 10 17 14
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